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Benefits of benefits and their capabilities
Before talking about applicants, it is worth reminding what benefits exist when admission.
Information is changing from year to year, so we will operate the last data for 2015. So, certain
categories of applicants may be fortunate enough to get the right to:
1. enrollment outside the competition and entrance exams;
2. Preferential receipt within the quota;
3. Advantage in entrance exams (when a contest for one place is several people).
Yes, for such a prize, it would be possible to compete, but the legislation of the Russian Federation
clearly provides for limited categories of beneficiaries, which have the full right to such "ball".
You can prove your right to receive benefits only in the presence of a characteristic reference,
certificates or other documents with signatures and wet seals.
For this, documents (traditional applicant) and additional certificates confirming the availability of
reason for preferential enrollment and further education at the university are obligatory to the Higher
Educational Institution.
Benefits for graduates - excellent students and athletes
Several categories of applicants have the right to receive benefits, but it is probably worth it, which is
known to everywhere road and a bright future.
So, to whom it is lucky to pull out the very "happy ticket", and on what grounds?
1. If a schoolboy in the graduation class becomes a prize-winner or winner of the All-Russian School
Olympiad (last stage), he is credited to the first course of the desired university outside the
competition.
2. To enroll on benefits to the specialty "Physical Education" (or other specialties related exclusively
with sports) can winners and champions of the Olympic Games and Olympic Games for the
Disabled.
3. Very often, various universities arrange the Olympics in their profiling subjects. So, high school
students appear a unique opportunity to become their winners and laureates, and the main prize is
free training in the daytime department of this university.

Who does not want to get such a bonus, and the university himself receives a cleaned student who
can soon go far in the direction of scientific activities.
4. The winners of the city and regional competitions also have the right to preferential admission, but
in this case the quotas are stipulated by the Ministry of Education and the existing charter of the
university.
So the excellent person is not ashamed, but even profitable, because we can safely believe that the
future has already been determined, and it makes it pleases by the prospects, hopes and grand
plans.

But in such optimistic moods, it is necessary to make a spoonful of tar, and this in this case is
available.
The applicant should be aware that the right of preferential admission to the university can be used
once, and in all other cases they will have to do on general grounds.

